The Rudimental Ritual - By Alan Dawson
The Rudimental Ritual is, at its most basic, 86 rudiments played back-to-back over a foot
pattern (traditionally a bossa nova/samba pattern) on the drumset. The types of rudiments you'll
encounter are:
1. The 26 American rudiments – including the 13 original National Association of Rudimental
Drummers (N.A.R.D.) rudiments
2. 21 Swiss rudiments (and variations) – various flam and drag rudiments
3. 22 New Innovations (and variations) – diddles, rolls, flams and a few new variations
4. 17 Chopsbuilders (and variations) – singles rolls/ruffs and flam variations
You're going to want to spend some time working on your hands at this point:
1. Lookup the 40 Essential Rudiments - Vicfirth.com is a great resource
2. You could also pick up a copy of The Drummers Complete Vocabulary as taught by Alan Dawson
by John Ramsay – It contains all the previously mentioned rudiments as well as a plethora of great
jazz/drumset independence exercises!
Ruidmental Ritual Patterns
Playing 86 rudiments back-to-back can seem like a daunting task, but there are a few patterns
and phrases that make it easier than you might think.
1. All rudiments are arranged in four or eight bar phrases
2. Rudiments in 3/4 time are played for three bars and then:
a. a longer variation may be played for one bar
b. a triplet variation may be played for one to five bars
3. If you play a right lead version of a rudiment, the left hand lead version follows immediately
By memorizing the Rudimental Ritual phrase by phrase (four or eight bars)
it makes learnig the ritual much easier!
Let's take a look at a few examples – All feature R and L Hand lead:
1. Four Bar or Eight Bar phrase:

2a. 3/4 Time with longer variation:

2b. 3/4 Time with triplet variation (1 to 5 bars)

Adding the feet:
Take a look at the following patterns:

1. Snare drummers could leave the feet out to just work on the hands, but I'd recommend at least one of
the Quarter Note Foot Patterns (Challenges are fun!).
2. The Bossa Nova/Samba Pattern is the traditional way to play the ritual, but it can be a challenge if
you're new to playing with both hands and feet, that's why:
3. I like the simplified pattern:
a. It allows you to work the ritual with both feet
b. Makes for an easier transition back to the Bossa Nova/Samba pattern
c. Allows for rudiments to line up with the feet on starts and stops

Let's take a look at the first page of the Rudimental Ritual:

A bit about variations
The Rudimental Ritual itself takes anywhere from 15-20 minutes to complete depending on playing
speed, but there are limitless ways to modify the ritual to keep it fun, challenging or even a bit shorter!
1. Try it with brushes! It's almost like starting from scratch and will really strengthen your chops!
2. Play it with your hands on two separate drums or move around the kit for each quarter note
3. Try it with a metronome as some rudiments are definitely harder than others to get in timing-wise
4. Great ways to save time are (usually knocks off about 5 min):
a. Cut all four bar patterns to two bars
b. Ignore the repeats on 8 bar phrases and only play through all 8 bars once
c. Break the ritual into different parts – A good way is to break up the four different groups of
rudiments – try a single group a day as your warmup.

Making it your own
Once you've got the Rudimental Ritual memorized it is yours for life. However, we don't
always have 15-20 minutes to sit down and run through the entire exercise. One thing I started doing
was picking and choosing different sections that coincided with the other musical endevors I happened
to be working on.
Have a snare solo? Work the roll and diddle sections for a great warmup! Working on a big,
loud drumset solo? Try the flam sections all around the kit (don't forget those cymbals)! Getting ready
to play a gig? Use some of your favorites as a quick warmup!
Why not try the warmup that I enjoy!

Books/Materials to look into:
1. The Drummer's Complete Vocabulary as taught by Alan Dawson – John Ramsay
2. The 40 Essential Rudiments – Vicfirth.com has pdf's available and video examples
For further Snare Drum studies
3. Stick Control for the Snare Drummer – George Lawrence Stone
For further Drumset/Snare Drum studies
4. Progressive Steps to Syncopation for the Modern Drummer – Ted Reed

